WALKING DIRECTIONS TO CRYSTAL CITY/GRAVELLY POINT

FROM TERMINAL A: Exit through the front door of Terminal A. Go to the outer sidewalk where passengers are dropped off by friends and family. Turn left and follow the sidewalk straight forward to the first marked crosswalk. Cross right to the first light and continue on to the second light. Turn left and follow the sidewalk along the edge of the parking lot and eventually into the parking lot. Continue on this sidewalk and turn right at the end of the parking lot to the light. Cross over the bridge (Highway 233) into Crystal City and Highway 1.

FROM TERMINAL C: Walk to the very end of the metro bridge and take the elevator down to the ground level of parking garage C. Go to the back of the garage, row 17 & follow signs to Mt. Vernon trail. Go through the airport road underpass, and continue on until you reach the end of this path (at least a 10 minute walk). This is the Mt Vernon Trail. Take a right/turn north. If you continue straight, you will come to Gravelly Point. Before Gravelly Point, you will see signs to your left for Crystal City.